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What is this policy? 
This policy discusses moving players up, or down, to the next age division. 

Who Does the Policy Apply To? 
This policy applies to all players participating in seasonal match play, as well as tournaments, within Region 728. 

Why This Policy? 
Occasionally, a parent requests a child play-up, or down, to the next age division.  This policy attempts to standardize 
the process for doing so, and to clarify the rare exceptions where it may be allowed, or necessary, to meet the needs 
of the region as a whole. 

Playing Up  

National AYSO guidelines do not normally allow for players to play up beyond one year. Nor are players allowed to 
play up solely on the basis of skill. There is no "Two Year Rule" where players automatically play up solely because 
they've already played two years in a given division 

When might Playing Up might be considered 

Combining Divisions  
For some divisions (normally 16U and above), we may not have enough players to form complete teams 
in two consecutive age divisions. In this case, we may combine the players from the two age divisions and 
form one team. This team will compete at the older age division. For example, if 16U players are combined 
with 18U players to form one team, the combined team will play in the 18U division. 

Too Few or too Many Players in a Division 
If an age division needs players to form a team, and the next lower age division has an abundance of 
players, then older players in the lower age division may be given the opportunity to play up. For example, 
if the 12U division needs players to be able to form an even number of teams, then older 10U players 
may be identified as candidates to play up if it does not affect formation of 10U teams. 
If an age division has too many players, and the next higher division has room, then some players may be 
given the opportunity to play up.  
 
If a division needs players, or has too many players, the opportunity to play up will be awarded based on 
ability and age. Only players moving to the older division in the next Fall season and qualify based on skill 
level are eligible. Of those, players are asked in order of birth date, starting with the older. The order is 
not skills based. 

Feedback on Region 728 policies are welcome and appreciated. Please direct email to gjayso@gmail.com 
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Players 12 years of age and younger are not allowed to play in the 14U division. The 14U division allows 
heading the ball. Per National AYSO and CDC guidelines, players 12 years and younger are not allowed 
to intentionally head the ball. This is for the medical safety of players and absolutely no exceptions will 
be considered. 

Parent Coach 
A player may be allowed to play up if their responsible adult is willing to coach, or assistant coach the 
team. The primary consideration is the need for coaches. If coaches are needed at the given level, the 
Board will consider other factors. Examples include coaching credentials and the player's skill and maturity. 

Playing Down  

In some cases, a parent may desire that their child play down in a lower division. We generally follow the AYSO National 
Guidelines. Players are governed by the rules for the division they are playing down in. For example, should a player 
move from the 14U division to 12U, although heading is allowed in the 14U division, it is not allowed in the 12U 
division regardless of the player’s age. 

Requesting an Age Division Change 

Parents requesting an age division change for their player must contact the Board during open registration. Written 
requests can be sent via email to gjayso@gmail.com. Alternatively, a signed, printed request can be handed to any 
Board member. The request should include the parent's full name and contact information, as well as the player's full 
name that they are registered under. Please explain why the player would be better-served playing out of their division. 
Texting or verbally stating the desire to move a player is not sufficient.  After registration, and teams are formed, 
accommodating requests is less likely. 

You will receive a response to your request with the Board's final decision around the time teams are built, which is 
typically a few weeks after registration concludes. The AYSO Region 728 Board has the final say on all requests. No 
player may play up without the authorization from the Board. No individual coach or Board member can grant 
permission for a player to play up - it is a Board decision. 

Parents and players will be consulted, as will coaches. Parents must agree and the player must want to play in another 
division. Players are never forced to move. 

Should a player be allowed to play up or down for a season, it does not mean they will be automatically allowed the 
following season. Exceptions are considered case by case, and year by year and must be requested annually. 

Players transferring to our region from another region, or soccer program, are subject to the same rules as everyone 
else. Playing up in another region, or program, does not automatically mean playing up in Region 728 will be allowed. 
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Tournament Clarification 

Season Play 
If a player played-up one division during the regular season, then the player is eligible to play in their appropriate 
age division for tournament play as if the player had not played-up a division during the regular season.   To 
qualify, the player must have played-up during the season for one of below three scenarios.  
 

1. Request of the region for benefit of the region in some way. 
2. Parent submitted request for board evaluation.  
3. Region combined divisions during the primary season for the benefit of the region. 

 
Our goal is to keep players in their age appropriate bracket for tournament where moves are rare. 

 

Tournament Play 
To be eligible for tournament play you must be AYSO registered for the current season and have played in at 
least half of the regular season games in which you were on the field for at least half of the game.  

• In AYSO sanctioned tournaments, players may play up one division. However, no 8U registered players 
may participate in tournament. 

• Players are not permitted to play down one division and must register for the division they qualify for.   
• For a tournament player to play up one division it would only be granted if it were to benefit the region.  

For example, if a 12U team is short players and cannot attend the tournament then a 10U player would 
be granted play up permission.  The player would only be allowed to play up one division only for that 
particular tournament but could change back to their age bracket if attending another future tournament. 
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